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representing several Faiths) in
Churches, Clubs, Forums and other es
tablished meeting places.
(2) To promote Fellowship of Faiths
Committees or Groups in Churches,
Schools, Clubs and other independent
organizations—and to help them to. ac
quaint themselves with unfamiliar
faiths.
(3) To Present Great Fellowships of
Faiths, Throughout Chicago—and in
Neighboring Communities.
Buddhist, Christian, Confucian, Hindu,
Jew, Mohammedan Faiths are usu
ally represented at each meeting—by
inspiring speakers. (Other faiths,
also, are sometimes presented.)
Moslem, Hindu, Jewish, Christian and
other Chants, Hymns, Music, Read
ings, Prayers at each meeting. (We
supply Booklets containing these.)
Such Searching Themes, for example,
as the following, are discussed:
“Peace and Brotherhood as Taught
by Buddhist, Christian, Confucian,
Hindu, Jew, Mohammedan.”
“What would Buddha, Confucius,
Gandhi, Jesus, Mohammed, Moses—
Say to Chicago?” (What manner of
present day, city life does my faith
teach?)
“Tributes to the Founders of Great
Religions by Followers of Other
Faiths.” (Appreciation of Jesus by
a Jew, of Moses by a Christian, et
cetera.)
“Arab—Jew-—Christian, in Palestine
and Chicago.”
(Appreciation of Jewish Neighbors
in Palestine by an Arab from Jeru
salem; Appreciation of Arab Neigh
bors by a Palestinian Jew; Apprecia
tion of Jewish Neighbors in Chicago
by a Christian—and of Christian
Neighbors by a Jew.)
“How May Man Use God to Meet
Manis Needs?”
(What does my faith show to be the
sources and methods of personal
power?)
“Tributes of Appreciation to—
Jewish Youth, Protestant Youth,
Mormon Youth, Oriental Youth, Ro
man Catholic Youth, Negro Youth.
(What kind of new world are our
younger generations creating?)
“Uniformity or Fellowship?—Which
Does My Faith Seek as a Basis for
Worldj Unity?” . (Should Christi
anity, for example, strive to domi
nate or to appreciate other faiths?)
“ ‘The Kingdom’ (The Democracy) ‘of
God’—When, Where and How Does
My Faith Envision It?”
(What must I, a Chicagoan, do to
save and to be saved?)
II. League of Neighbors
(Founded 1920; For Racial Unity.)
(1) Racial Groups—through Charac
teristic Music, Songs, Folk Dances,
Exhibits, and other activities, in native
costumes,—to interpret to Chicago the
ideals and customs, “the Loyalty, Art
and Labor,” which they contribute to
the common life.
(2) Many Leagues of Neighbors, in
many private family homes and other
meeting places, to be helped “to Build
Bridges of Understanding across the
Chasms of Prejudice.”

III. Union of East and West
(Founded 1910; for Cultural Unity)
(1) “A New Theatre” presenting In
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terpretative Cultural and Religious
Plays—to give Chicagoans a true feel
ing for the culture and convictions of
unfamiliar peoples.
(2) Such classics, for example, as
“Sakuntala” (said to be one of the
world’s five greatest plays; written,
many centuries ago, by Kalidasa “The
Shakespeare of India”) to be presented
by good actors—competent and in
spired to portray the living culture of
India.
(3) F’rofessional and amateur actors,
producers, and other individuals,
groups and organizations interested in
the Drama, to be asked to help inspire
Chicago, her suburbs, and neighboring
cities throughout the Central West.
Fellowship of Faiths
American Central Western Head
quarters—Chicago
City Hall Square Building, 139 N.
Clark Street, Room 320
(Telephone CENtral 5169)

Australian Amazed at Prohibition
in United States
Arnold J. Thomas, a prominent
business man of Australia, on his first
visit to America, has been making a
study of Prohibition conditions. He
told Charles R. Jones, Chairman of
the American Business Men’s Prohibi
tion Foundation, whose headquarters
he visited, that he was amazed at the
Prohibition situation in the United
States as compared to his native land.
Mr. Thomas comes from a country
where they are battling to be “dry” to
a country where a battle is being
waged to make it “wet.”
“From the hour of my arrival in
Seattle, I have spent considerable time
in the large western cities, including
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Salt Lake
City and Denver, studying evidences
of liquor drinking and selling in hotels,
restaurants, stores and shops to dis
cover to what extent' drinking men
were in evidence in the centers of popu-

lation,” he said. “Since landing in
America/1 have seen only one man
noticeatuy under the influence of liquor
andStbat was in San Francisco.
“The most startling impression on
me was the complete absence of liquor
advertising, liquor displays and open
saloons, which we have in such abun
dance in all the principal cities of Aus
tralia. I had expected to find liquor
solicitations on every hand through
bell-hops and waiters, subtle and sly,
-of course, but I did not come upon a
single instance of attempts to bootleg
liquor to me, not even in Chicago,
about which I had heard such terrible
thing;s. Evidences of prosperity and
happiness appeared universally wher
ever I have been. Your total absence
of ‘slums’ in the sense we know them
in Australia was very significant.
“In Australia we are still passing
through the throes of a desperate con
flict with a completely legalized liquor
traffic, entrenched in business, industry
and politics, and wielding extraordi
nary power and influence, backed by
gigantic funds, which have been piled
up from the pockets of its victims.
“We are fighting on for freedom in
Australia. No matter how poorly you
may think your national Prohibition
is being administered in America, I
can assure you that your achievement
is a wonderful realization of progress.
The advertising of the ‘wets’ in Aus
tralia conveys to their readers the most
unfair testimony regarding your na
tional Prohibition experiment. This I
have found out through my personal
investigation and observation while in
America.”
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—2,300 rubles for one year only. And his photograph had been painted to resemble those of Jesus. To an
lying on a soft feather bed! These are matched by illiterate peasant the holy Czar and the Christ were
lurid posters, one of which pictures the Czar with a subtly united in one person. The Czar was God, and
sword in one hand and a cross in the other, while a God was the Czar!
priest stands nearby in the process of fixing to the
But the, cleverest exhibits of all, and those of real
back of a bent little peasant an enormous wooden cross. artistic merit, are a half-dozen small theater models
Another poster shows a worn old peasant driving a depicting typical scenes in the perverted religious life
plow while a burly priest with a cross in one hand of Czarist Russia. The settings and lighting are beau
drives him on with a whip. Still another depicts a tifully done with that eye for detail for which the
priest supplying a monastery with a woman which he Russians are noted. One is in three scenes. The first
carries on his back concealed in a sheaf of wheat. part shows a man in a confession box with the priest
There is a frame full of Czarist decorations to the listening to his words. In the second the priest is
clergy bestowed for “quieting the population during tattling the information he has gotten in the confession
a revolt, for stimulating the soldiers to fight, and for to a Czarist police official. The third shows the erst
converting heathen and other Christians to the ortho while confessor being flogged by the police official.
dox faith.”
Dramatic and effective. Another model shows a mob
Charts on the wall describe the number of of revolutionists below in a square. In the church
churches and shrines built yearly in Russia. Thus, belfry is a Yunker with a machine-gun being urged
between 500 and 600 churches and from 600 to 800 on by two priests to mow down the protesting workers.
shrines were built every year between 1901 and 1914. Still another model pictures a convent of nuns with
A plain collection of statistics, but a picture arose peasant women doing the hard labor for them.
before my eyes of the dozens of villages I had passed
Everywhere the propaganda indicates how’: the
on the train, wretched little villages of squalid straw church was used as a tool for the military and ac
huts in a setting of mud, but always a shining, white quisitive purposes of the state. There is a replica of
church with its gold turnip-dome towering disdain a field-chapel used by the Czar on the field of battle.
fully above them!
Ikons hung on cloth of gold, rich tapestries and a can
The silly superstitions initiated and encouraged non on the altar! “God is with us,” chanted the priests.
by the clergy are here set forth in all their crassness In war times bishops had the rank of colonels, and
and absurdity. There is a piece of a so-called sacred priests were army officers. There is a vivid picture
oak, for example, where some miracle or other was of the clergy leading the troops forward in the Turkish
supposed to have happened. A whole forest of oaks war. The mitres of the clergy tipped with imperial
would not have furnished the number of pieces which crowns showed the liaison between the state and church.
priests sold to ignorant peasants, who hoped to acquire
The Orthodox Church of Russia is not the only
some blessing therefrom.
one assailed by Soviet propaganda. A section of the
Dreams were interpreted, not according to Freud, Museum is devoted to the Jewish faith and to Protest
but by a method which to the ordinary skeptic has ant sects. Tablets of the Jewish laws are exhibited as
neither rhyme nor reason. There is a whole book of absurdities. There is a collection of presents given
dreams exhibited in the Moscow Museum and a chart to the Czar as thank-offerings by rich Jews who had
of pictures peddled to illiterate peasants who could been spared when pogroms were visited upon their
thus interpret their own dreams by the visual educa communities. In a case are exhibited samples of the
tion method. A dream of raw meat, for instance, in literature of Seven-Day Adventists, Baptists and even
dicated that the dreamer would be ill.
(That his Christian Scientists with defamatory labels suggesting
slumbers were already being disturbed by abdominal either collusion with the Czar or as in the case of the
discomfort due to overeating or drinking, doubtless, Christian Scientists a plot of the foreign bourgeoisie
had nothing to do with this magic.) A dream of a to mislead the workers. Only the Society of Friends
horse meant that some one was about to tell you a is not represented. Whether the propagandists omitted
lie—beware! Dreaming of the devil, however, meant this sect because of their insignificant numbers or
you were in love. At any rate, these forerunners of whether out of respect for their work in Soviet Russia
it is impossible to say.
Freud had a sense of humor.
Several skeletons in the last stages of decay are
The final room in the Museum is devoted to a
exhibited in glass cases. These were erstwhile saints scientific exhibit of the development of religions from
worshipped by the faithful. As we approached this the very earliest forms of nature worship to present
ghastly array of bones our interpreter shuddered and day forms. It is an admirable collection of objects
covered her face. “I can't look at them,” she said. from all over the world. Here are models of Greek,
“And the worst is to think that once I kissed things Roman, Chinese, Egyptian and Indian gods, of the
like that myself.”
Her conversion to atheism had old river and nature-gods still worshipped in certain
been complete.
parts of Russia and models of the sun-worshipping
Another exhibit consists of instruments of tor temples of old Mexico. There are many objects from
ture, said to have been taken from monasteries where the Roman Catholic Church, of ikons and holy objects
unbelievers were punished. Here is also shown the from the Greek Church, and finally, an exhibit, com
Roman Catholic Inquisition with models showing the plete in every detail, of the development of the human
pope and his court with the Swiss guards in the embryo. A final thrust of the propagandists—natural
rotunda of St. Peters’ looking on at the burning of science confronting make-believe.
the heretics.
We were not the only ones in the Museum.
Numerous ikons, holy pictures and water bottles Russian museums, I discovered, were always full. This
are much in evidence. One of the most impressive Saturday afternoon, troops of school children were
pictures is that of the Czar Nicholas, whose features being taken through by teachers who stopped and
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carefully explained the exhibits. One little girl halted
admiringly before a plaster-cast of a Virgin with a
sky-blue gown and golden hair. “Isn’t she pretty?”
the child murmured. She had hardly got the words
out of her mouth before she must have realized that
she had made a faux pas. “No,” the teacher rebuked
her, “that is not pretty.” I watched this group as they
stood before cases full of rich vestments gorgeously

embroidered. Said the teacher, pointing to the clothes,
“Were the priests poor?” “No,” chorused the chil
dren.
“Do we have clothes like that?”
Again a
chorus of “No.”
Shabby, hatless youngsters in their thin cotton
clothes—a contrast, indeed, to those costly church gar
ments. Effective propaganda, that Museum!

Dorothy Walton.

The Banner of Peace
Humanity in divers ways is striving for peace,
and everyone, in his own heart, realizes that this con
structive work is a true prophecy of a new era. In
view of this it is certainly incongruous to hear discus
sions on the comparative desirability of various bullets
or on whether one type of ship is closer to the con
ception of world unity than the cannons of two battle
ships. Let us, however, consider these discussions as
preliminary steps toward the same great peace that will
tame the belligerent instincts of humanity by the re
splendent and joyous creations of the spirit.
The fact remains, however, that the shells of even
one of these cannons can destroy the greatest treasures
of art and science as successfully as a whole fleet. We
deplore the loss of the library of Louvain and the unreplaceable loveliness of the Cathedral of Rheims; we
remember the beautiful treasures of private collec
tions which perished during the world’s misunder
standings. We do not, however, wish to inscribe above
them words of enmity; let us simply say “Destroyed
by human errors, and recreated by human hope.”
Nevertheless, errors in this or any other form may be
repeated, and other precious milestones of human
achievement can be destroyed.
Against such errors of ignorance we should take
immediate measures, even though these may be only
preliminary. But even in such measures of safeguard
ing, some very successful steps can be made. No one
can deny that the flag of the Red Cross proved to be
of immeasurable value and reminded the world of
humanitarianism and compassion.
For this reason, a plan for an international Peace
Pact which would protect all treasures of art and
science through an International Flag has been out
lined by the Roerich Museum for presentation through
America to all foreign governments. The purpose of
the project, which has been submitted to the State
Department and the Committee on Foreign Relations,
is to prevent the repetition of the atrocities of the last
war on cathedrals, museums, libraries and other last
ing memorials of creation of the past.
It is the plan of the project to create a flag which
will be respected as International and Neutral Terri
tory, this to be raised above museums, cathedrals,
libraries, universities and any other cultural centers.
The plan, projected by the Roerich Museum, was
drawn up according to the codes of International Law
by Dr. George Chklaver, Doctor of International Laws
and of Political and Economical Sciences, Paris Uni
versity, lecturer in the Institute of International High
studies, in consultation with Professor Albert Geouffre
de la Pradelle, member of the Hague Peace Court,
Vice President of the Institute of International Law,

of Paris, and member of the Faculty of Law, the
Sorbonne.
Both are Honorary Advisors of the
Roerich Museum.
As set forth in Article I of the Pact, “Educa
tional, artistic and scientific institutions, artistic and
scientific missions, the personnel, the property and col
lections of such institutions and missions shall be
deemed neutral and, as such, shall be protected and
respected by belligerents.
“Protection and respect shall be due to the afore
said institutions and missions in all places and sub
ject to the sovereignty of the high contracting parties;
without any discrimination as to the state allegiance of
any particular institution or mission.”
When the idea of an international cultural flag
was first propounded, we were not surprised to find
that it met with unanimous interest and enthusiasm.
Experienced statesmen wondered why it had not been
thought of before. When we asked our honorary ad
visors, Dr. George Chklaver and Professor Albert
Geouffre de la Pradelle to frame this idea into an inter
national formula, we received not only a splendidly
formulated project of international agreement, but also
many answers full of pan-human sympathy. This
international flag for the protection of beauty and
science would not in any way demean any interests or
lead to misunderstandings. On the contrary, it ele
vates the universal understanding of evolutionary dis
coveries, as though new human values had been cre
ated and we were moving on to a path of progress and
peace. And this understanding of a creative striving
toward peace becomes more real. Above all else, this
guardian of peace reminds one of the necessity for
impressing cultural treasures in the world annals. This
is not difficult and in many countries it is already ac
complished, although there are gaps and each enrich
ment in the universal consciousness must be greeted.
As the Red Cross flag needs no explanation to even
the most uncultured mind, so does this new flag, guard
ian of cultural treasures, speaks for itself. It is simple
enough to explain, even to a barbarian, the importance
of safeguarding art and science.
We often repeat that the cornerstone of the future
civilization rests upon beauty and knowledge. Now we
must act upon this thought, and act quickly. The
League of Nations, which has progressed toward inter
national harmony, will not be opposed to this flag, for
it expresses their aims of a world unity.
That the idea was originally conceived in the
United States is not an accident. By its geographical
position, the United States is least personally affected
by such measures of protection. Hence, this proposi
tion comes from a country whose own art treasures
are in no particular danger, illustrating the better that
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this flag is a symbol of peace, not of one country, but
of civilization as a whole.
The flag designed for this project has three spheres
within a circle on a white ground, symbol of eternity
and unity. Although I do not know when this banner
may wave above all the world’s cultural institutions,
the seed is already sown. Already it has attracted
many great minds and travels from heart to heart,
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spreading once again peace and goodwill among men.
Really it is imperative to take immediate measures
to preserve the noble heritage of our past for a glorious
posterity. This can only come if all countries pledge
themselves to protect the creations of culture, which
after all belong to no one nation but to the world. In
this way we may create the next vital step for a uni
versal culture and peace.
Nicholas Roerich.

The W. С. T. U. and Prohibition Enforcement
There has been, we believe, a considerable and
noticeable change in the attitude of temperance work
ers—as typified by the W. С. T. U. for example—since
the passage of the Prohibition amendment in 1919. The
emphasis in their arguments has been almost totally
shifted and the spirit that underlies their present atti
tude has practically no relation, except a historical one,
with their pre-1919 spirit.
We mean by this that before Prohibition was a
national law, the W. С. T. U. and other temperance
societies were crusading bodies, bent on educating the
public to its view and teaching to the best of its ability
what it believed to be solid facts, social, physiological,
moral, or whatever you please, in an effort to dry the
country up and to bring about a sufficient change in
the electorate’s opinions to put the power of the gov
ernment behind its proposals. We mean—to put it
simply and squarely—that temperance workers were
propagandizing the public with the avowed belief that
their platform was good for the nation and good for
the individual.
In contrast to this we see the present-day attitude:
a sort of determined harshness that the law shall be
obeyed because it is the law; that the public shall know
that prohibition and temperance are no longer matters
of personal choice, but public duties; that there is now,
and has been since 1919, no necessity for further educa
tion of the public; and that the responsibility for the
enforcement of the law now lies with the powers that
be and with the individual’s conscience, not with the
instilling, on the part of temperance workers, of a re
spect for law which should be inherent.
Before 1919 there was a goal to be reached: the
enactment of a Constitutional amendment. Now, on
the other hand, the protagonists of Prohibition know—
as every sensible person knows—that the amendment,
having been adopted, can never be changed by legisla
tion. Accordingly, they make the fatal mistake of be
lieving that their work is done, except so far as they
can point the finger of scorn at their weaker brothers.
If a concrete example of this should be called for,
we would suggest the enforcement fund raised by Gov
ernor Pinchot a few years ago by public subscription.
If we remember correctly, this was used to supplement
the regular budgetted amount coming from the public
funds, and was donated by locals of the W. С. T. U.,
by churches and by individuals. The contrast is this:
The money in this case was spent to enforce the law
directly. If such a fund had been raised before 1919,
there would have been no law to enforce—by enforce
ment we understand the use of the state’s police power
—and the money would accordingly have been spent on
preachers, speakers, text-books, advertisements and the

like. This, we believe, is a tangible bit of evidence of
the change in attitude taken by prohibitionists.
This is not, of course, to say that there is no
longer any crusader left in the ranks. Obviously, this
is not so, for there are many distinguished and brilliant
men leading that end of the fight. It is to- say, how
ever, that the great body of men and women are now
only passively interested, and that their spirit has
undergone a tremendous transformation.
The question now is: What of it ? And our answer
is—remembering that we have assumed from the be
ginning that Prohibition is justifiable morally and so
cially and that its enforcement is desirable-—that un
official bodies, like the W. С. T. U., would do far more
good for the cause- by getting back to their pre-1919
attitude than they will ever do by continuing to con
gratulate themselves on having saved the country. It
is certainly plain enough to those of us who live in the
eastern part of the United States that Prohibition is
not being enforced strictly and that it probably never
can be—except at a tremendous expense that is hardly
justifiable so long as other methods remain untried—
so long as the attitude of the body of people, even if it
is only a militant minority, is as it is.
Our answer is that the duty of the temperance
bodies is to get back into the fight where they left off
in 1919—to continue what they were doing then with
all the power they have—to use the most up-to-date
methods of propaganda possible, and to reach the peo
ple in every conceivable way.
This may seem a bit drastic: “Propaganda” has
acquired an ugly connotation since the war, and we
now speak rather of “educating” the public. As a mat
ter of fact, of course, propaganda—by which we under
stand the conscious attempt to cultivate a certain opin
ion in other people—is good or bad only as the mo
tives underlying its use and the ends it serves in a given
instance are good or bad. It is impossible to say once
and for all that it shall not be used because it is unde
sirable. Even granting that we could agree that it
were deplorable, it would still be futile to deplore it.
The solution of this problem, then, must lie in only
one direction : using it as “God has given us to see
the right.”
It must be perfectly evident, however, -that what
is chiefly meant when propaganda is being deplored
and inveighed against are the modern methods: the
new ways of exploiting the public, especially highpowered advertising, the radio and moving picture, and
the like. We, apparently, have gotten to the point
where we believe that all the methods used before, say
1914, ar-e permissible, while those discovered during
and after the war are -beyond the pale of decency and,
hence, may never be used by even a legitimate cause.
For us to think that way, however, is pure and
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unadulterated foolishness. The very idea that we can
ever unlearn what we have learned is nonsense. Only
a perfect conspiracy of silence could keep the coming
generations from knowing just how much we of the
third decade of the twentieth century have discovered
of the inner workings of men’s minds. And such a
conspiracy of silence is so unlikely of accomplishment
—in fact, the only possibility of accomplishing it at
all is for present methods to be superseded by more
efficient ones—that we, as a purely protective measure,
would have to put up with it. And, on the other
hand, this again is similar to what we said before: Even
these methods do- not necessarily bear a tinge of dark
ness about them—their goodness or their badness lie
simply in the motives underlying their use in a given
instance. The moral problem is there, to be sure, but
it does not lie in using or not using, but in using for
good or for bad. When propagandizing becomes a pro
fession and adopts an honest professional code of
ethics—and may God hasten the day!-—then we shall
be quite sure that the twentieth century produced many
foolish fears in its early decades.
There are only -two conditions that propaganda,
per se, must live up to: (1) that it shall be honest and
shall not use lies or half-truths; and (2) that it shall
be conducted openly and above-board.
The relevancy of all this to our main thesis must be
apparent already: It is simply that the W. С. T. U., and
other extra-legal agencies for enforcing Prohibition,
should make the best of the present situation by mak
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ing an almost complete volte-face in return to its pre1919 program, that it should adopt the latest methods
available and that it should hesitate not one instant to
use them.
It is nonsense to say that Prohibition cannot be
enforced. It is equally nonsense to say that it can be
enforced as long as the present state of affairs con
tinues. They are right, we believe, who condemn the
present law on the ground that such a law as it is,
evoking a considerable amount of public controversy,
should be the crystallization of public opinion, and that
it can never be enforced with a militant minority against
it. The origin of laws in all likelihood lies in that
direction. But the conclusion for us must be appar
ent : If we have enacted a law-—which we believe to be
good—against which there is much public resentment, it
is not sufficient to sit back and point our fingers, say
ing, “Naughty, naughty, you’re disobeying the law,”
but, on the contrary, we must do now what should
have been- done long ago: cultivate the soil by “educat
ing” the people (to mix a metaphor or two) so that
the seed which thus far has apparently fallen on rocky
soil may still have a chance to grow and develop and
respond to our efforts.
That seems to us to be the only attitude a liberal
Prohibitionist can consistently take-—and, if we may
offer an apology, it seems to us to be justifiable, grant
ing the premise which we have postulated from the
beginning: that Prohibition is socially and morally
desirable.
T. Richard Witmer.

The Study Table
Wall Street on Trial
In this imaginary trial* to determine the sanity
of Wall Street the jury finds for the defendant. And
this is an honest piece of work, for such is life. The
financial system stays supreme despite the searing
analysis of Mr. Floyd’s prosecuting attorney, and well
does the author know it. Today people who were
crippled in the Crash still seize upon early editions
of the papers to learn the opening prices.
Public utilities are in the headlines today. What
better example of dividend greed? Mr. Floyd takes
us into that cold, tight-lipped land where valuations
are inflated so that rates are increased in order to pay
a legally fair return on stockholders’ money. The
valuation exceeds the investment; necessarily the divi
dends are fatter than they should be—and our monthly
bills are terrifying.
We pay interest to holding companies. A holding
company is a parasitic growth in more ways than one:
it saps the consumer’s money and contributes nothing
to business life. No product is improved, no distri
bution speeded, no economies effected by holding com
panies; cut them off, and industry goes on. But re
main they do, sucking in their dividends.
You have heard of the Fourteenth Amendment,
which protects life, liberty, and property. If your pub
lic service commission does not boost rates, the utility
trots into court complaining that present rates are con♦•“People vs. Wall Street,” by William Floyd.
Vanguard Press, New York. $2.50.
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fiscatory, depriving it of property. The Constitution
is violated.
The profit motive is the leit motif of this book.
It is that powerful, unstoppable force which knows
no decency; tramples humanity. On every page you
find a shameless acknowledgement from the financial
guardians of big business who are called as witnesses.
In fact, the jury thinks the plaintiff is crazy for bring
ing suit.
On page 52:
“Q. Suppose a period of depression comes, which will you
cut first, dividends or pay rolls?”
“A. The first duty of a corporation is to pay dividends,
even if it has to reduce wages and lay off men.
“Q. Is it not indicative of Wall Street’s madness that
the people interested in the business, those who do no work,
receive their dividends regularly, while those dependent for
their very existence upon their day’s work and who are
anxious to serve the company by their labor, are deprived
of their living on a day’s notice?
“A. No one works harder than the officers of corpora
tions.”
On page 117:
“Q. Then you do not consider Wall Street guilty of
money-mania when it proclaims that Capital is entitled to
unlimited returns, while Labor should be satisfied with what
ever Capital chooses to pay?
“A. Wall Street is perfectly sane in following natural
laws.”
To Mr. Floyd it seems that the one “law” fol
lowed on the Street is the Biblical assurance: Tо him
that hath shall be given.
He has brought a new literary form to bear upon
an ancient evil. By Q’s and A’s he dramatizes the

